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Akitaka Wilhelm Fujii
President, Real Tech Holdings

Biography
MA in International Studies, University of Tokyo

EIT Climate-KIC
Europe's largest public-private partnership 
focused on catalyzing climate innovation

Real Tech Holdings

Self-Introduction
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About Real Tech Holdings

Co-founded by 2 Deep-tech Startups Solving Societal and Environmental Issues
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The first company in the world who succeeded in the outdoor mass cultivation of the 
microalgae “Euglena” which contains 59 nutrients found in both plants and animals

First company in the history of U-Tokyo to be listed on the 1st 
Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and win the Prime 
Minister Startup Prize. 

Best IPO in 2012
Homerun investment for many investors 
(e.g. 75 - 100X for the PE fund INSPiRE)

Euglena Supplements Cosmetics Biofuel

Leave a Nest is a startup managing Japan’s largest academa-based knowledge platform that supports education, 
research and entrepreneurship and contributed to euglena’s business success in the very early stages.

Supported by the SG Government
Leave-a-Nest Singapore has been selected as Japan’s 
representative in the Global Innovation Alliance of 
Singapore.
Expanding its knowledge-based platform into SEA.

- Facilitate the collaboration between researchers and society to advance science and technology for global 
happiness.

- Manage a deep-tech specialized seed acceleration program named “Tech Planter” globally, including 6 
countries in ASEAN, with more than 600 applications annually

- Support startups with their R&D, prototyping and manufacturing utilizing the Leave a Nest network of more 
than 300 partner organizations, 6 super factories and a wide academia network

Euglena started as a company trying to 
solve the malnutrition problem in 
Bangladesh
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Biology Robotics

Medical device/ Medicine

Agriculture

Eco/Energy New Material

Aerospace Sensing

Marine

Challenergy Inc.
Develop a micro-grid system using 
next-generation wind power 
generators

Integriculture Inc.
Large-scale cell culture 
technology that can be applied to 
bio-reagents, cosmetics, 
supplements and cell-based meat.

ispace Inc.
Lunar landers and robots to 
provide transportation and surface 
exploration and data collection on 
the moon

Ball Wave Inc.
Measuring instruments using their 
highly-sensitive, fast-responding 
and non-invasive "Ball SAW 
Sensor" chemical sensor

AMI Co., Ltd.
Stethoscope with an automatic 
diagnosis assist function for cardiac 
and respiratory diseases

Aqua Fusion Corporation.
Develop "AquaMagic" an 
innovative underwater 
visualization system (sonar)

Intelligent Surfaces Inc.
MPC polymer, a biocompatible 
material that mimics human 
biological membrane

MELTIN MMI Co., Ltd.
Cyborg robots to free humanity 
from hard labor and help people 
with disabilities

Wonder Future Corporation
Electronic equipment contract 
manufacturing service based on a 
proprietary “IH Reflow" technology

PlantX Corp.
World's first closed plant factory with 
dramatically high productivity

Electronics

Startups we Support

R&D based technology solving societal and environmental challenges
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Real Tech Holdings Partners

Real Tech Holdings has 50+ Market-leading LPs and an AUM of 220M USD

Real Tech Fund 1/2
（April, 2015~）

85M USD・30 Limited Partners

Glocal Deep Tech Fund
（April, 2020~）

90M USD・20 Limited Partners

Real Tech Global Fund
（May, 2020~）

31M USD・11 Limited Partners

Invested in 58 Startups solving societal and environmental challenges
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Our USP

Sourcing Deep-Tech Hands-on

Access to 1000 new ideas 

and technologies through 

our extensive university and 

research network globally 

Investments based on deep 

in-house science and 

technology expertise 

Hands-on support by 

domain experts and strong 

global partner network 

× ×
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Japan’s First Deep-tech Focused Impact Investment Venture Capital Fund

- To ensure deep-tech startups are 
recognized for their true value 

- Provide ESG/ impact investors with more 
attractive investment opportunities

- Assess the societal and environmental 
impact for all portfolio startups 
of  Real Tech Fund 3

Partnered with Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank

Impact Investment

7
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Case: QD Laser (TYO 6613)

Societal Challenge
Globally, at least 2.2 billion people have a near or distance vision impairment

With today's aging population, there will be over 2 million people with low vision in Japan 
by 2030. This could mean a loss to the economy estimated at up to 8 trillion yen.

Solution
Developed a eye-ware device that projects images directly onto the retina, allowing people 
with low vision to see again

Impact Potential
Change 38 million people's lives 

Listed in Feb 2021 on the Mothers section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange 
with Valuation of over 50 billion yen

About QS Laser
A FUJITSU Laboratory spin-off, who delivers semiconductor laser-based solutions to 
customers in a broad range of fields, including telecommunications, manufacturing, 
medicine and consumer products.
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U-MAP 
Solving "heat problems" of electronic devices

AgroDesign Studio Inc. 
Designing pesticides with high safety standards

In recent years, many pesticides have been banned around the world due to 
safety concerns.
AgroDesign will license the seeds of pesticides produced by unique drug design 
technology to pesticide companies seeking new pesticides with high safety and 
effectiveness based on scientific evidence.

With the spread of mobile devices and the electrification of mobility, the amount and 
density of heat generated by electronic devices is increasing. 
U-MAP solves the "heat problems" that leads to degradation of electronic device 
performance and device life through the high heat dissipation properties of "fibrous 
aluminum nitride single crystals" generated in Nagoya University.

9

Case: AgroDesign and U-MAP
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Case: Shiok Meats

Societal Challenge
Conventional meat and seafood production come with 
many issues:

Sustainability
Shrimp farming requires not only a lot of land, but also 
destroys biodiversity (e.g. turning
mangroves into shrimp farms results in destruction of 
local biodiversity and increases the risk of flooding)

Safety
Seafood products pose unique risks to consumers. 
Pollution, fraud, and a lack of regulatory oversight lead 
to contaminated and mislabeled products. 

Ethics and animal welfare
Society is focusing more and more on animal welfare 
impacts of meat and seafood production. Moreover, 
harsh working conditions in the shrimp industry is also 
getting a problem.

Solution and Impact PotentialAbout Shiok Meats
Shiok Meats is a cell-based meat and seafood company run by two former A*STAR 
researchers in Singapore.

Sustainability: reduce land use and save biodiversity, reduce food mileage

Safety: production in a controlled and clean environment, good traceability

Ethics: free from harsh working conditions, less animal cruelty
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Impact investors should look into deep-tech startups

Deep-tech startups are strong driving forces for achieving the SDGs

Startup impact investment is still at its nascent stage
We call for like minded partners to co-create a new market for it  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Real Tech Global Fund 1  

12
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Self-Introduction

Daiki Kumamoto 
- Born in England, grew up in US / Hong Kong / Japan
- Graduated Keio University SFC (Management / Finance)
- 2018 ~ Real Tech Fund 
- Growth Manager & Global Fund Leader

aba Inc.
World’s first odor-sensor detecting excretion for 
elderly/nursing care

NDR Medical Technology
Developing an automated needle targeting system that 
enables minimally invasive tumor biopsies

Ory Laboratories Inc.
Creating avatar robots for people with disabilities to “join 
society”
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Why Deep-Tech in Southeast Asia

Deep Tech = Blue Ocean in Southeast Asia

London / Europe：
- There is a high concentration of startups in the fields of 

fintech, blockchain, and virtual currency
- 25% of all EU startups are originated from the UK
- Global Startup Ecosystem Rank 2020：2

Silicon Valley / West Coast：
- An ecosystem where serial entrepreneurs serve as mentors 

is established and startups are continuously incorporated
- Developed mainly in the software sector, with several 

deep tech startups are emerging in recent years
- High hurdle for new entry due to competition of  

VCs/investors
- Global Startup Ecosystem Rank 2020：1

Singapore / Southeast Asia
- Government-led innovation with high concentration of startups focused 

on healthcare, food, and smart cities
- A hub for the entire ASEAN region, market of 650 million people
- Government-affiliated VCs are investing in startups as the center of the 

ecosystem
- Several Japanese VCs have entered into the IT and platform sectors, but 

no one is investing in the emerging deep tech sectors
- Global Startup Ecosystem Rank 2020：17

Boston / East Coast：
- High concentration of research institutions such as 

world's top universities and life science companies
- Many large companies and investors aiming to 

collaborate with university spin-offs
- Global Startup Ecosystem Rank 2020：5

Israel：
- High concentration of startups in the healthcare, biotech, 

and cybersecurity fields, and active collaboration with the 
military and universities

- No. of scientists and engineers per capita is the highest in the 
world, making it a competitive environment for VCs and 
investors

- A large number of Japanese VCs and companies have entered
- Global Startup Ecosystem Rank 2020：6

※Global Startup Ecosystem Rank：A rank based on analysis of the startup support environment in each country provided by Startup Genome, a U.S. private research firm

14
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Why Deep-Tech in Southeast Asia

We see potential in young and passionate researchers / entrepreneurs  

15

Agriculture Waste

Plastics Pollution

Rapid Capitalization

Biodiversity Loss

Dependency on Fossil FuelsPoor Medical Environment

In 2019, there was NO deep-tech startup in Southeast Asia that 
was valued above USD 100M

This is due to 
①Lack of investors with deep-tech investment knowledge
②Lack of prototyping / manufacturing capability to support the 
growth of deep-tech startups

-> This is where we fit in leveraging on top of our experience 

Total Population：
650M

（Japan：126M）

Total GDP：
USD 2400B

Average of Annual Economic 
Growth Rare：5.2%

（Japan：0.6%）

Average Age：29.1
（Japan：46.7）

Deep-Issues in Southeast AsiaStatus of ASEAN
（Total of 10 countries in SEA）

※Reference: The World Bank, ASEAN Economic Dashboard (provided by pwc), Cento Ventures

Potential in Deep-Tech
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About the Global Fund

Connecting the SEA and Japan Deep Tech ecosystem

16

Deep-tech startups that solve 
deep-issues of the world

Solving issues in Southeast Asia by Japanese Tech
- Manufacturing support from factories
- R&D collaboration with Japanese researchers
- Investment from companies interested in the SEA market

- IPO in Japan
- Re-Entry to the Global Market

Solving issues in Japan by SEA deep tech startups
- Supporting the expansion of existing technologies and 

businesses into Southeast Asia
- Utilizing dormant technology
- Discovering new business

×
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Partners of the Global Fund

Connecting Japan and SEA to one ecosystem together with passionate partners
（AUM 31M USD）

17
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Shiok Meats 

Developing cell-based crustaceans (shrimp, crab, & lobster) products
- Mission to bring delicious, sustainable, and healthy seafood
- Technology to grow meat from healthy cells instead of animals
- First of its kind in Southeast Asia, fully supported by governmental 

institutions and partners globally

Collaboration with Japanese Corporates
- Began joint research using IntegriCulture's proprietary cell culture 

technology for reduction of media cost
- Toyo Seikan invested with Real Tech in Series A

Investment Case Studies

18

Early

SG Austria / Austrianova

Developing innovative encapsulation technologies to enhance protection 
and storage performance of cells and bacteria
- 10,000X more acid-resistant, avoids immune rejection, and can be stored 

at room temperature
- Co-developing a therapeutic drug for pancreatic cancer 

Collaboration with Japanese Corporates
- Began joint research with both their bacteria and cell encapsulation 

technology together with several corporates (Non-disclosed)
- Invested through our partner company Leave a Nest and Glocalink 

Singapore

Middle
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NDR Medical Technology

Developing an automated needle targeting system that enables minimally 
invasive tumor biopsies
- Surgeons can accurately & quickly assess the inside of a patient's body 
- Device developed specifically for the medical field and an algorithm that 

allows image analysis information to be accurately reflected in real time

Collaboration with Japanese Corporates
- Began clinical trials with Nagoya City University (Department of 

Nephrology and Urology)
- Currently establishing a subsidiary in Japan for market expansion

Investment Case Studies
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Early

Aerodyne Group

One of the world's leading drone solution provider
- Developing an integrated drone service solution that enables faster, 

competitively priced, higher quality, and safer infrastructure inspection 
and monitoring.

- Developing Agrimor service which enables data-driven precision 
agriculture by using drones

Collaboration with Japanese Corporates
- Co-investment with KOBASHI HOLDINGS and ACSL in Series B
- Supporting Japanese expansion of business that monitors the health and 

yield of crops (Agriculture Application)

Middle
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Together with local & global partners we support the startups with IP strategy 
that has full alignment with the business and finance plans

IP Strategy support

② Accelerate Business growth by 
securing appropriate IP rights

MonetizationHands-on Support
Sourcing/ Due Diligence/ 

Investment Decision Making 

① Due Diligence

- Develop holistic IP strategy 
- Define and secure critical patents
- Monitor competitive patents and search for infringements

- Develop an IP due diligence framework
- Assess the competitive advantage by examining the patent 

status and competition

Sourcing/ Due Diligence/ 
Investment Decision Making Hands-on Support Commercialization

Partner IP firms

Uchida & Samejima Law Firm
・Provides Japan’s top-level IP strategy services 
to startups
・Partner Samejima sits on the IC 

Yu Sarn Audrey & Partners
・Covering the whole of Southeast Asia
・Collaboration on IP strategy and Due Diligence 
for SEA startups

NEST iPLAB
・JV of Leave a Nest and iPLAB startups
・Providing a framework for filing obtaining IP 
globally

20
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Supporting Startups to Gain Access toTSE with JDR Scheme

ソーシング/デューデリジェンス/投資決定
● TSE has higher liquidity than other markets in emerging markets in Asia (e.g. Hong Kong and Singapore)
● Aiming to list startups with JDR (Japanese Depositary Receipt) in cooperation with TSE and trust banks
● Approval for listing of Omni-Plus System Ltd. in June 2021 as the first case in Singapore

▼Omni Plus System Ltd. which was approved for 
listing this month▼Trading amount (liquidity) compared to Hong Kong and Singapore 

Collaboration with LPs

21
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Collaborations with governmental institutions

Investment / supporting scheme together with SEEDs Capital (Singapore)

● Appointed as one of the 13 co-investment partners in the Deep-Tech field for Singapore’s goernmental 
backed VC arm SEEDs capital 

● The first Japan-based VC to be appointed in the Deep Tech field 

General tech Deep tech
Investment cap for each 
startup

S$2M from SEEDS Capital S$8M from SEEDS Capital

Co-investment ratio
(SEEDS Capital: 
co-investor)

7:3 up to the first S$250K from SEEDS 
Capital;

1:1 thereafter, up to S$2M

7:3 up to the first S$500K from SEEDS 
Capital;

1:1 thereafter, up to S$4M;
7:3 thereafter, up to S$8M

▼Ratio of co-investmetns
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Investment / supporting scheme together with MTDC (Malaysia)

● MTDC’s mission is to support commercial implementation of technology in Malaysia through funding and 
investment, incubation and mentorship,entrepreneurship building

● Decided to partner with Real Tech as a LP investor for co-investments / co-acceleration
● First Japan-based VC for MTDC to invest

23

Collaborations with governmental institutions
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Our next plans & wishes for collaboration

1

2

3

For corporates: 
Wish to discuss how we can collaborate / investment together to 
deep tech startups in SEA

For Governmental Institutes: 
Wish to discuss how we can create schemes for Japanese 
investors to accelerate activities in each of your countries

For Accelerators and partner VCs: 
Wish to discuss how we can accelerate the deep tech ecosystem 
in SEA together in building an ecosystem together

For more information, please contact
- Akiaka W. Fujii
- Daiki Kumamoto
from the following Homepage

Looking forward and 
Thank you very much for your time!
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Appendix  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Real Tech Global Fund 1

SMBC NIKKO Real Tech Holdings Co.,Ltd.

Real Tech Japan LLC

Real Tech Fund 3
Glocal Deep Tech Fund

Real Tech Fund 2Real Tech Fund 1

Ownership

Management

Real Tech 
FutureVC Business CVC Support 

Business 

euglena Leave-a-Nest

Corporate Structure

26
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Real Tech Portfolio

Invested in 58 Startups solving societal and environmental challenges

ｖ

Real Tech Fund 1/2
（80% Seed/Early, 20% Middle）

Glocal Deep Tech Fund
（Mainly Seed/Early）

Real Tech Global Fund
（Mainly Early/Middle）
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Acceleration program run by Leave a Nest

TECH PLANTER, our deep-tech focused acceleration program
reaches out to 800+ cutting edge startups/researchers globally

Tech Planter Asia
200 applicants annually

Regional Tech Planter
250 applicants annually

Tech Planter by Sector
350 applicants annually

No. of applicants Tech Planter by Sector in 2021 No. of applicants in 2020

No. of applicants

Running in 11 prefectures all over Japan

Running in 6 countries all over Southeast Asia

DEEP TECH AGRI TECH  BIO TECH

 MED TECH MARINE TECH

FOOD TECH ECO TECH
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Unique Hands-on Support System by Domain Experts 
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Collaboration with startups and corporates

Facilitated nearly 100 synergies between our portfolio startups and corporates

Joint new product development (vertical axis wind 
turbine) & investment by THK

＆

Examples of Collaborations with in Japan

Collaborations with Singapore startups and Japanese Corporates

Joint business development 
(Hand baggage inspection system for bullet trains)

＆

＆

Investment by Toyo Seikan Group for future collaboration

＆

Joint investment towards a drone-service provider in Malaysia

Joint business development 
(Non-Invasive odor detection sensor)

＆
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Miraikikai Inc. 
Developing automatic solar panel cleaning robots to the UAE

- Delivered 60 automated cleaning 
robots to the UAE, which can clean 
750,000 solar panels every week

- Kagawa-Prefecture born startup

Portfolio Companies

Challenergy Inc. 
Starts its wind-power generation project in the Philippines

- Demonstrating wind power generation 
capable of generating stable power even 
under typhoons in the Philippines

- The project aims to reduce the high cost 
of power generation.

Accelerating social implementation of technology to achieve social impact

Integriculture Inc. 
Begins Research on Cell-based Shrimp Meat in Singapore 

- Begun R&D of "Cell-based shrimp 
meat" with Shiok Meats in 
Singapore.

- Aiming to produce cell-based 
shrimp meat at low cost and on a 
large scale.

KYULUX Inc. 
Begins shipping to Wisechip Semiconductor in Taiwan  

- Begun shipping OLED light-emitting 
materials

- Will contribute to the realization of 
high-performance displays with high 
efficiency, high image quality, and low 
power consumption.
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Disclaimer

・By receiving this document, you shall agree to the following conditions. Everyone who has been granted access to this document shall 
keep the existence of this document as well as all the content, etc. provided in it strictly confidential. You agree not to use this document for 
any purpose other than investment considerations into the LLP described in this document. All reproduction, disclosure, or dissemination of 
this document, and any of its content, must be authorized in writing by Real Tech Japan L.L.C., Real Tech Holdings Ltd. or Euglena SMBC 
Nikko Leave a Nest Capital L.L.C.

・Unless specified otherwise, all content provided in this document is based on available information as of the date of creation and there is no 
guarantee that the information is accurate after that. While every effort has been made to provide accurate information based on information 
sources we believe to be trustworthy, the information is not been independently verified and provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. 
We do not assume any liability or responsibility as to the accuracy, appropriateness and completeness of any of the information provided in 
this document.

・This document is not intended as, and shall not be understood as, providing legal, tax, financial or any other advice. Please consult your 
lawyer, certified public accountant, tax accountant and other experts for risk assessments and investment decisions, etc. related to 
investment into the LLP. All consultation costs shall be borne by you and all investment decisions remain your responsibility.

・There are various risks associated with investing into the LLP and these risks may result in loss of principal. There are restrictions to 
voluntary withdrawal and transfer of rights as a member of the LLP. Please thoroughly understand the various risks associated with this 
engagement and make all investment decisions at your own risk. This document does not provide any investment decision advice. 

・All rights and responsibilities of partners in this LLP shall be in accordance with the provisions in the final partnership agreement (the 
"Partnership Agreement "). If any provision of the Partnership Agreement is in conflict with, or inconsistent with, this document and any of the 
other documents relating to the status as a partner of this LLP, the  Partnership Agreement shall prevail.


